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Question 1: Participating in this event will improve my ability 
to lead change in my organization.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Question 2: The overall quality of this event was excellent.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree



Change Conference End of Event Evaluation 

Question 3: Reflecting on this event, which topics did you find most relevant and 
helpful? 

Very knowledgeable and diverse staff. A lot of lessons learned on how to deal with personal 
and relationship issues to spur and sustain change. Great one-on one conversations with 
staff/others 

Hearing stories/experiences of other organizations 

The topics on working through barriers through impact communication 

Neil's talk with relational issues and accompanying info maturity model/exercise 

Changing culture through action 

Importance of involving front line staff 

Physician burn out, the importance of rounding  

Practical specifics on group relational aspects of leadership; case studies  

Improvement is a team sport and requires active engagement/participation on everyone’s 
part. Personal/professional lives are not separate  

Having the perspective from colleagues with similar issues and unique perspectives was 
invaluable 

 

Question 4: What topics were you expecting to be covered, which may not have been 
discussed? 

Approaches to developing a consensus vision for an agency, despite different clinical, admin, 
financial priorities – we did discuss, but would have liked more care examples 

Managing change and how to prioritize when so much is broken 

More specific cases of organizations building in continuous improvement into normal work 
(self-sustaining) 

Perhaps a bit on conflict negotiation 

More discussion on pragmatic methods to lessen the disconnect between the board + 
executive and the reality at the point of case 
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Question 5: How many new ideas did you learn as a 
result of participating in this program?

No Ideas One Idea Two or Four Ideas Five or more ideas

Question 6: If you responded that you learned one or more 
new ideas during this program, will you be testing these 
ideas within your organization during the next month?

Yes Maybe Probably not
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Question 7: Did this event have the right mix of 
presentations?

Too Much Right Amount Not enough No response

Question 8: Did this event have the right mix of discussion?

Too Much Right Amount Not enough No response
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Question 10: Please provide additional comments or suggestions for any specific faculty 

Really liked the table discussions & exercises – it helped cement what was being discussed 

Michael was an engaging small group facilitator and helped us identify and challenge our assumptions 

Neil Baker is very engaging, modest yet confident, and effective 

Derek Feeley was excellent 

America provided excellent recommendations 

Great diversity of panel members 

Faculty was great- created supportive space to learn and share ideas 

Lots of great learning. Appreciated the breakout session that was basically a proctored discussion 

 

 

 

 

Question 9: Did this event have the right mix of exercises? 

Too much Right amount Not enough No response



Change Conference End of Event Evaluation 

Question 11: Please provide any additional comments or suggestions for improving this 
event 

Excellent. Safe location to walk at night 

Service was excellent. Excellent planning on location and conference room 

Mostly excellent. The meeting room was too cold both days 

My only critique would be to have water on the tables 

More discussion on pragmatic methods to lessen the disconnect between the board + 
executive and the reality at the point of case 

 

 

The service offered by IHI's event staff 
at this event was exceptional.

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree


